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Abstract. A common approach in database queries involves the multidimensional representation of objects by a set of features. These features are
compared to the query representation and then combined together to produce a
total similarity metric. In this paper we introduce a novel technique for similarity learning within features (attributes) by manipulating fuzzy membership
functions (FMFs) of different complexity. Our approach is based on a gradual
complexity increase adaptable to problem requirements. The underlying idea is
that less adaptable functions will act as approximations for more complex ones.
We begin by interpolating a set of planes in the training dataset and due to linearity we get a fast first impression of the underlying complexity. We proceed to
interpolate two asymmetrical sigmoidal functions whose initial approximations
are calculated from the plane properties. If satisfactory accuracy is not achieved
we provide advanced modeling capabilities by investigating FMFs parameters
and convolving their output with additional functions.

1 Introduction
In recent years there is a significant increase in geospatial information availability.
New sensor technologies together with enhanced data capturing techniques have created extensive data collections. Users that access these collections have diversified
needs based on their past experience and/or task at hand. In such complex environments a communication process should be established with the ability to encapsulate
user similarity. Similarity parameters should not be predetermined but rather adaptive
to different scenarios and requirements even for the same datasets and/or users.
Relational operations like equality or inequality have been used in the past, but in
complex database applications with quantitative features a similarity matching approach is applied. Such examples include similarity search within multimedia databases containing images [1], stock extraction based on temporal similarity [15] and
retrieval from CAD databases [4]. In order to perform the similarity match efficiently
an object O is represented by a set of features O(F1,F2,…,Fm) that describe its main
characteristics. This way a multidimensional representation of the object’s content is
created. Each of these features may be represented by feature measures, so for feature

i we might have k measures and represent it as Fi= (fi1, fi2, …, fik). For example a GIS
source might be described by two features, qualitative and quantitative attributes
(OGISsource (Quantitative, Qualitative)). Each feature can have its own measures, for
example Quantitative = (Timestamp, Scale,…).
A database object O is compared to a query description Oq by using matching
functions to produce a similarity metric S as follows:


S = g  h1  t11 ( f11 , f11q ),..., t1k ( f1k , f1qk )  ,..., hi  ti1 ( f i1 , f i1q ),..., tik ( f ik , f ikq )  
(1)


 
 
In the above equation tik expresses the similarity between each feature measure, hi
combines similarity results from each feature measure to provide a metric for each
feature Fi and g is the overall similarity measure. Value fq reflects the query value for
a feature measure presented to the system. The goal is to define functions tik, hi and g
so they express user perception of similarity.
Our focus in this paper is function tik. It is often described by a Euclidean distance
(difference). Functions hi and g receive more attention and are sometimes modeled
through complex non-linear functions. However, if function tik fails to describe the
corresponding similarity relationships adequately, its errors propagate in the overall
solution and cannot be recovered. This may be the case if function tik attempts to
model asymmetric, non-linear behavior that involves the direct comparison of feature
measures. For example, let us consider a geospatial database and a user request for an
aerial image of specific ground pixel size for building extraction. User interest decreases gradually (but not necessarily linearly) as pixel size increases to the degree
that buildings would not be identifiable. Furthermore the user may have cost considerations (e.g. cost, storage and processing time) associated to a higher resolution acquisition. This translates to a similarity relation that can also be non-linear as resolution improves. So it is easily understood that we need asymmetrical, non-linear relations to model similarity within each feature measure comparison (function tik). Note
that this does not necessarily hold true in the combined metric of the feature level
(function hi) or combination of features (function g).
In this paper we present a learning algorithm that attempts to express similarity
within dimensions. We concentrate on quantitative attributes that are ordered (e.g. not
postal code). We make use of fuzzy membership functions to capture similarity. Fuzzy
methods have been used in the past for similarity assessment. For a general review see
[14] and for an application in spatial configuration similarity queries [13]. Our contribution is of dual nature, namely:
i. Support of asymmetrical, non-linear similarity learning within dimensions while
the complexity of similarity functions is dynamically adaptable to problem requirements. We do so by gradually increasing the complexity of the underlying
function, evaluate results, and if further advanced modeling is required we use
the less complex functions as approximations for the next more complex ones.
Furthermore, similarity dependence on input parameters is identified, thus accelerating the process. Also, user confidence and prioritization of parts of the input
and the output (similarity) space are incorporated by manipulating the weight
matrix accordingly.

ii. Establishment of a theoretical framework for function combination through
mathematical convolution. This is extremely useful in cases where either internal
(by users) constraints are imposed (e.g. periodicity) or external (e.g. by system
administrators/designers) restrictions are applied (e.g. real time information
availability based on work load).
Our system’s similarity results can be incorporated into algorithms that perform multidimensional similarity aggregation (e.g. quadratic function).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we present background information on distance functions used previously. Section 3 introduces our approach and the
two general similarity functions used, the piecewise linear and the sigmoidal one. The
similarity dependence on the input values is also investigated. For cases where sufficient accuracy is not met we developed advanced fuzzy functions as described in
section 4. Parameters that were previously constant are now adaptable through the
training process. Also the theoretical framework for similarity function convolution is
discussed. GIS information retrieval examples showing the functionality of our approach are presented in the next section. Finally we summarize our contributions in
the last section (Section 6).

2 Related Work
Our algorithm falls in the general category of lazy learning methods otherwise known
as nearest neighbor techniques [6]. Similarity learning is performed by storing examples as points in the feature space and using a distance metric to measure correlation
to these points [2]. Usually a Minkowskian p-distance [3] is used to define the similarity measure and is defined as:

 n
L p ( x , y ) =  ∑i =1 x i − y i



p






1/ p

(2)

In the case that p=2 we have the traditional Euclidean distance metric. If p=1 then
the Minkowskian distance expresses the Manhattan distance function. There is also
the Quadratic distance that is a weighted form of the multi-dimensional Euclidean.
Other functions used are the Mahalanobis [12], Camberra, Chebychen and others. A
good overview and corresponding mathematical expressions can be found in [18].
The above functions provide a simple model that allows efficient indexing by dimensionality reduction techniques [7,19]. On the other hand though the simplicity of
these functions does not support high adaptability to complex queries. Researchers
have come to realize these limitations and have addressed them by a variety of nonlinear, complex algorithms. Some of them involve for example neural networks with
applications in content-based [9], information [10], and image [5] retrieval. Fuzzy sets
have been used in visual retrieval systems [16] and fuzzy integrals approximate similarity in genetic algorithms [8]. Neuro-fuzzy approaches include supervised learning
of agent profiles using if-then rules in remote sensing applications [11].

The operation of the above methodologies is concentrated on multi-dimensional
similarity aggregation to provide an overall similarity metric. In some cases though the
complexity of the problem relies on the similarity calculation within each dimension
separately rather than on their combined aggregation. This is frequently the case when
querying for GIS datasets. The data mining process might fail because the individual
similarity metrics in every dimension were not able to capture user similarity preferences. So the need for more complex similarity functions within dimensions is evident,
but what is really the computational cost associated with such an approach? Usually
these database collections do not exhibit high dimensionality (e.g. 5-20 dimensions
are typically used to index geospatial databases). This leads us to the conclusion that a
more computationally intensive algorithm is feasible for improved accuracy. As we
will show later, similarity is expressed through continuous functions of not very high
complexity order leading to fast computations.

3 Fuzzy Similarity Functions
In this section we present the two function classes we use, the piecewise planar and
sigmoidal ones. We discuss how the resulting planes of the piecewise solution can
provide approximations for the non-linear sigmoidal functions. We also investigate
similarity dependence on inputs by examining plane parameters.
3.1 Approach Overview
In order to adapt similarity to user preferences we developed a relevance feedback
algorithm. Users are presented with a variety of pairs of requested and returned values
and are asked to provide a similarity metric for each pair. They can also provide a
similarity confidence level for the similarity response and prioritize parts of the input
and output space. The corresponding training dataset is created and used as input for
our similarity learning method.
For our training we make use of several similarity models as expressed through a
variety of fuzzy membership functions (FMFs). Our approach is simple yet effective:
gradually increase the complexity of the underlying function until an acceptable solution is reached. We begin the process by interpolating a set of planes to the training
dataset (fig. 1). We examine the resulting accuracy and if it is within the predefined
specifications we end the process. If not, we examine the obtained plane parameters.
This analysis leads to a decision whether similarity is dependent on the query value,
their difference metric or the actual database and query values. Building on that we
interpolate two asymmetrical sigmoidal functions whose initial approximations are
calculated from the plane properties. If required accuracy is not achieved we provide
further modeling capabilities by parameterizing the FMFs parameters. At the last stage
we obtain the best possible set of FMFs expressing user similarity as presented
through the training set.
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Fig. 1. Fuzzy functions training flow

3.2 Piecewise Planar Similarity Function
Mathematical formulation. Our simplest set of functions is composed by two
piecewise planar solutions to support asymmetrical cases. Let function SimPlanar (•)
represent an FMF mapping of the two-dimensional input space to the one-dimensional
similarity space:
SimPlanar: ℜ 2 → ℜ1

(3)

The function inputs are query and database values [XQ, XDB] where XQ ∈ XQ, XDB
∈ XDB. Depending on which half plane the input parameters rely on (XQ > XDB or XQ
≤ XDB), two separate training datasets are created. Each half plane solution is independent from the other. The similarity function SimPlanar (•) expressing the relation
between a database value XDB compared to a query value XQ is:

a1R (i ) X Q + a 2R (i ) X DB + a 3R (i ) if X Q ≤ X DB 


Sim Planar ( X Q , X DB ) = 

a L (i ) X + a L (i ) X + a L (i ) if X > X 
Q
2
DB
3
Q
DB 
 1

(4)

Parameters a1, a2 and a3 define the planes used for the corresponding half (left and
right). Index i specifies the current plane under examination for each half. Our solution is composed by a collection of planes. Specifically, five planes are used to model
similarity in each half plane (i.e. i = [1,2,3,4,5]). Each plane expresses similarity
within certain range, for example plane #5 represents similarity for XQ > XDB where
SimPlanar ∈ [1-tb, 1]. An example of the plane configuration for the left half is shown
in figure 2. Axes X and Y correspond to the inputs of our process, namely XQ and
XDB. The Z axis represents the similarity output and is calculated based on the plane
similarity function. A 2D section of the 3D function is presented in figure 3. This
section shows the similarity function for a specific query value XQ (the white line of
figure 2). Such sections of the planes are used after the system is trained to calculate
similarity of candidate database values to a specific user query.

Fig. 2. Piecewise planar similarity function

Fig. 3. 2D section for specific query request

Within our process we use exactly five planes in each half for two reasons:
i) To address ranges where similarity function is almost parallel to the XQXDB
plane. The tb threshold expresses a similarity range of values close to 1 and 0 that will
be mapped on planes #5 and #1 respectively. The use of tb allows the exclusion of
non-active [XQ, XDB] pairs in terms of similarity gradient. Slight variations that might
exist in similarity values close to 0 or 1 could lead the terms a1 and a2 to become very
small with an unstable solution. In essence we use this threshold as a backup for cases

where we might not obtain a solution so we assign a direct value. Furthermore, we
want to be able to handle cases where expected similarity might follow a linear behavior but be active only in portion of the [XQ, XDB] space. The tb value defines the starting and ending point of planes #2 and #4 respectively (fig. 3).
ii) To provide approximations for more complex functions that follow. The m
threshold defines the range above and below the 0.5 similarity value that is used to
define the similarity modeling range of plane #3. The role of this threshold will be
explained in the sigmoidal function family, where it is used as a parameter approximation. Planes #2 and #4 are used to model similarity in-between planes #1, #3 and #5,
bringing the total number of planes to five.
Mathematical solution. The solution of this system can be found by using least
squares. Our planes have some specific properties that we would like to propagate in
the solution. These properties result from enforcing continuity between successive
planes so there would be no similarity discontinuities. The continuity requirement
provides the following constraints for each half of the solution:
i. The footprints of each plane on the XQXDB plane should be parallel to each other.
In other words the slope should be the same, which is expressed as a constant
ratio between parameters a1(i), a2(i).
ii. Successive planes should intersect at the specific similarity value as defined by
thresholds tb and m. This is enforced mathematically by having the two successive planes and a third plane with [SimPlanar= constant] intersect at a common
line.
In order to make our system efficient first we perform a fast linear interpolation for
each plane separately. Then we add the constraints to the solution and after a few
iterations the new planes with the imposed continuity are obtained.
Another interesting modification involves the formulation of the weight matrix W
in the least squares solution. If we assume independency between the samples of the
training dataset then all non-diagonal elements of W would be zero. Each diagonal
element of W corresponds to a specific training sample that is presented as a [XQ,
XDB, Sim] point. This element can express one or more of the following:
• Wconfidence: User confidence to the specified response [Sim] of the presented inputs [XQ, XDB]. For example, users might return a similarity value of 40% while being
80% sure for their response.
• Winput: Users/database designers desire the capability to prioritize the training set
based on how important a part of the input space is. In essence, based on the [XQ, XDB]
value a metric is assigned showing the influence/significance of that section of the
input space to the overall solution. For example, if users are requesting satellite imagery they might want the system to adapt more accurately to years close to 2000 than
1985 due to information availability.
• Woutput: Users/database designers might also want to guide the solution to be
more accurate in specific parts of the output (similarity) space. This weight metric is
solely dependent on the output value provided. For example a better fitting might be
desired to higher similarity values (e.g. >70%) rather than lower ones (e.g. <30%).
The overall effect of the three cases is expressed in the calculation of matrix W as:

W = Wconfidence * Winput * Woutput

(5)

If any of the three intermediate weight matrices is not a factor then it can be substituted by the identity matrix. If none of them is specified, W will be omitted from the
least squares solution.
3.3 Similarity Dependence on Input Values
After the plane parameters are calculated we compute the average rotation angle ( ϕ P )
over the Z (similarity) axis. For each plane it is given by:

ϕ p = arctan(

−a1 (i )
)
a 2 (i )

(6)

Angle ϕ P should be the same for all planes in every half because we enforced the
condition of having parallel footprints on the XQXDB plane. In figure 5 we show a
piecewise planar similarity function. A contour plot representing similarity isolines is
presented in figure 6. The calculating angle ϕ P is the angle between the footprints (or
the isolines since they are parallel) and the Xdatabase axis.

Fig. 5. Asymmetric planar similarity function

Fig. 6. Planar function contour plot

Our interest in this angle comes from the fact that based on its value similarity dependency on the input values can be extracted. Two special cases are identified and
presented hereafter.
• Angle ϕ P ≈ 45o
In some cases the calculated angle might be close to the 45 degrees (fig. 7). This
translates in the plane equation as a1(i) ≈ -a2(i). By substituting that to the plane equation we have for each half plane:

Fig. 7. Rotation angle ϕ P ≈ 45o

Fig. 8. Rotation angle ϕ P ≈ 90o

a1 (i ) X Q + a 2 (i ) X DB + a 3 (i )

Sim Planar ( X Q , X DB ) = 
 a (i ) ≈ − a ( i )
2
 1



⇒



(7)

a1 (i ) X Q − a1 (i ) X DB + a 3 (i )

Sim Planar ( X Q , X DB ) = 
 Dist = ( X − X )
Q
DB




⇒



(8)

Sim Planar ( X Q , X DB ) = a1 (i ) * Dist + a 3 (i )

(9)

So we come to the conclusion that similarity is not dependent on the actual values
of [XQ, XDB] but only on their Euclidean distance [Dist = XQ - XDB]. Equation 9 shows
that the planes can be replaced by lines providing a significant computational gain
since a three-dimensional problem is downsized to a two-dimensional one.
• Angle ϕ P ≈ 90o
For the case that angle ϕ P approaches the 90 degrees mark (fig. 8) the calculation
formula of the angle provides a1(i) << a2(i). With proper substitution in the plane
equation we have:

a1 (i ) X Q + a 2 (i ) X DB + a 3 (i )

Sim Planar ( X Q , X DB ) = 
a (i ) << a (i )
2
 1
Sim Planar ( X Q , X DB ) ≈ a 2 (i ) X DB + a 3 (i )



⇒



(10)

(11)

This translates into similarity dependence only on the XDB value. So our system has
the ability to recognize that user preference is not dependent on the actual request. But
they still have a preference to the returned dataset which is expressed by equation 11.
An example of this nature might involve cases where different users access the
same dataset and only their combined knowledge of the problem could express similarity in a comprehensive manner. Each user based on his/her expertise might provide
part of the solution without necessarily being able to identify neither the overall similarity trend nor the “ideal” dataset that they might want. This might be the case in a
remote-sensing application. Different experts might examine several images of different wavelengths. They would all be looking be a specific temporal instance of the
phenomenon under investigation (e.g. iceberg separation). The problem would be that
none of them knows the exact time and they all express their preference based on their
expertise on the training datasets.
Our system design will overcome this problem based on a combined training dataset from a variety of users. If all users are looking for the same dataset the plane angle
has a high possibility of being close to 90o. In this case their similarity behavior should
be expressed by a 3D surface similar to the one of figure 8. Since their preference
revolves around a specific query value and only that, a 2D line can replace the 3D
planes, which is consistent with the formulation of equation 11.
3.4 Sigmoidal Similarity Function
Mathematical Formulation. After the plane interpolation is performed, an accuracy
assessment through a fitting error is done. If the results are not as desired a more complex function is necessary. To capture non-linear similarity relations between a query
and a stored metric attribute we use a modified sigmoidal fuzzy relationship function.
Sigmoidal functions are popular in the neural network community and have been used
in the GIS field as predefined similarity functions for spatiotemporal trajectory matching [17]. Our similarity function is composed by two separate sigmoidal functions to
compensate for asymmetrical cases. The similarity function Sim(•) for a database
value XDB compared to a query value XQ is:


1
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 X L = ( X Q − X DB − c L ) cos ϕ L + ( X Q + X DB + c L ) sin ϕ L 



(12)

Fig. 9. Slope and spread influence on sigmoidal’s shape

The parameters cR and cL specify the translation along the database axis. The slope of
each sigmoidal function is expressed through aR and aL respectively. An important
characteristic of the sigmoidal function is the large range of modeling capabilities.
Efficient manipulation of the slope can result in representing a variety of cases, ranging from a linear up to a step-like behavior (fig. 9). This diversified capability together
with the large operational range on the input space and the mathematical continuity of
the function (first derivative exists everywhere) establishes the sigmoidal as appropriate solution from a variety of available fuzzy membership functions.
Initial approximations and parameter calculation. In a non-linear solution such as
this there is always the problem of initial approximations. This is where the fast plane
interpolation becomes multipurpose. We use the angle ϕ as calculated before for the
initial value of the rotation angle of the sigmoidal (for computational consistency
ϕ = ϕ P − 45o ). Also from the mathematical properties of our sigmoidal we know that
spread c corresponds to the value where the sigmoidal similarity function will return
0.5 as output (fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Calculating sigmoidal initial parameters based on planar solution

That is the main reason we introduced plane #3 earlier and the threshold m. We want
m to be as small as possible but at the same time include enough samples to have an
accurate result. So using the properties of plane #3 we calculate:

c=

−(0.5 − a3 )
a2

(13)

The slope parameter cannot be calculated accurately directly from the planes. So in
order to get an initial value we use the temporary values for ϕ and c, and an equal (in
number) random subset of the training data for each of the five planes. A least square
solution gives an approximation for a with ϕ and c being fixed.
After all three temporary values are calculated a final refinement takes place with
the whole training set. In order to calculate the sigmoidal parameters a least squares
solution is implemented through an iterative process. We use the A*δX=L formula
where A is the matrix containing the partial derivatives with respect to the unknowns,
δX contains the unknowns and L is the observation matrix. The solution is given by

δX = ( AT WA) −1 AT WL . W is the weight matrix as defined previously.

4 Advanced Fuzzy Similarity Functions
When the underlying complexity of the problem is high the already presented similarity functions might not be able to adequately model it. For these cases we present a
more adaptable set of functions with higher modeling capabilities. We do so by introducing functions with higher input dependency. Later in this section we also present
the theoretical framework for similarity function convolution. Even though this is not
part of our training process its significant applicability is noticeable.
4.1 Parameter Substitution by Input-dependent Functions
In more complex behavior function parameters might not be independent of the query
and/or database value. For example spread parameter c of a sigmoidal FMF may depend on the query value XQ so c will not be constant throughout the input space (e.g.
c=co + tXQ2, co and t are constants). Such a case might exist when users are more tolerant (in a non-linear fashion) towards query deviations as the query value increases.
A detailed example is presented in section 5.1.
Mathematically this is expressed as follows: Let function F(•) represent an FMF
mapping of the two-dimensional input space to the one-dimensional similarity space:
F: ℜ 2 → ℜ1

(14)

The function inputs are query and database values [XQ, XDB] where XQ ∈ XQ, XDB ∈
XDB. Let P be the set of the n parameters that formulate this function:
P = [p1, p2, …, pn]

(15)

In this case function F(•) can be expressed as:
F (XQ, XDB| P)

(16)

Now if we assume that each parameter pi is not constant but is expressed by function
Pi(•) and is dependent on values [XQ, XDB]. Also function Pi(•) with i = [1,2,…, n] has
its own set of parameters Ki. This leads to the general expression of function F(•)
which is :
F (XQ, XDB| [P1 (XQ, XDB| K1), P2(XQ, XDB| K2), …, Pn (XQ, XDB| Kn) ] )

(17)

For example let’s examine the sigmoidal function of equation 12. Similarity function F(•) will be represented as:
F (XQ, XDB| a, c, ϕ ) =

1
1+ e

− a (( X Q − X DB −c ) cos ϕ + ( X Q + X DB + c ) sin ϕ )

(18)

The number of parameters is three, namely a, c, and ϕ (n=3). Let P = [p1, p2, p3] be
the corresponding functions of these three parameters. For simplicity let’s assume that
[p1, p3] are constants and only p2 is substituted by function P2 (XQ, XDB| K2). An example of such function could be:
P2 (XQ, XDB| co, c1, c2) = co + c1XQ2 + c2XDB

(19)

In this case we would have K2 = [co, c1, c2]. So instead of trying to solve for parameters [a, c, ϕ ] our new more complex system would have higher modeling capabilities
and would be expressed by a new set of parameters [a, co, c1, c2, ϕ ]. The new set of
parameters would be approximated initially by the solution obtained in the previous
less complex solution, which in this example would happen if we set as initial approximations [anew, conew, c1new, c2new, ϕ new] = [aold, cold, 0, 0, ϕ old].
4.2 Convoluting Function Output
We further enhance the operational range of our FMFs by introducing another important theorem. This time we do not alternate the properties of a function. Instead we
combine more than one function to compose the underlying similarity signal. Such
cases facilitate more complex user preferences that a single function could not express. An example would be periodicity combined with gradual decreasing interest
(example 5.2). Combination of functions has another potential application that does
not necessarily coincide with user perception of similarity. It rather expresses database
system requirements and/or constrains that might exist. They can be static or adjust in
real time depending on system sources. They can also vary depending on user position
in the hierarchy (e.g. restricted access systems).

We allow the combination of functions by convolving their signals in the input
space. Let function F(•) represent an FMF mapping and function G(•) be for instance
an administrative constrain. We have:
F: ℜ 2 → ℜ1 , G: ℜ 2 → ℜ1

(20)

Inputs for these functions are query and database values [XQ, XDB] where XQ ∈ XQ,
XDB ∈ XDB. We define the convolution of functions F(•), G(•) as their multiplication
throughout the input space ℜ 2 . If function H(•) is the resulting new function it can be
represented as:
H (XQ, XDB) = F (XQ, XDB) * G (XQ, XDB)

(21)

This new mapping function would also project the two-dimensional input space into
the one-dimensional similarity space:
H: ℜ 2 → ℜ1

(22)

Here we should note that we do not support training of function G(•) and/or retrain
function F(•). Such a task would be extremely difficult due to the higher amount of
parameters and the correlations in-between them. At this point we present the theoretical framework behind it and we investigate possible applications of it. Such training
is reserved for future work.

5 Functionality Examples of our Model
In the following sections we introduce a series of examples using our method. Increasingly challenging similarity tasks are presented showing our model adaptability. Our
applications are inspired by common but complex user preferences within geospatial
environments. We begin with similarity learning in the scale dimension, continue in
the temporal one and conclude with a connection speed example.
5.1 Scale Similarity
Let’s consider users who are querying a GIS database and specifically request imagery
of a particular scale (pixel ground size) that will be used for airport traffic monitoring.
Their interest decreases gradually (but not necessarily linearly) as scale decreases to
the degree that planes would not be identifiable. This expectation holds true for XQ <
XDB. Such a case is presented in the right half of figures 11 and 12.
After training, the resulting function in the right half is a sigmoidal one with a variable slope a. The variable slope is able to express user alterable tolerance based on

Fig. 11. Sigmoidal fuzzy similarity function

Fig. 12. Sigmoidal similarity isolines

their asking pixel size. The larger the requested pixel size the more flexible they are
about additional pixel size. That does not happen in a linear fashion so a gradual decrease of a (slope) can model that.
Furthermore the user may have a cost function in mind associated with a better
than requested resolution (e.g. price, storage, and processing time). This translates to a
similarity relation that can also be non-linear as pixel size improves (XQ > XDB). The
rate of similarity decrease does not change so slope remains the same (i.e. the isoline
distance). But depending on the query pixel size the user expresses the associated cost
by allowing a larger range of 100% similarity as query value increases. In other words,
if they ask for 50m resolution they will consider that a 40m resolution does not add
any additional cost so they assign similarity to be 100%. But if they ask for a much
finer resolution this tolerance range will be much smaller due to for example higher
price or manipulation cost.
5.2 Temporal Similarity
Another typical request involves the temporal footprint of a GIS source. One task
might require the investigation of periodical phenomena. Such scenarios can incorporate dual preference. For example the main focus might be a specific year, but years
close by would be acceptable too. This can be expressed by a sigmoidal function for
each half (fig. 13 dotted line). Another preference could result from the specifics of
the problem which might require information only during specific months (seasons). A
sinusoidal function is used to model such preference (fig. 13 solid line).
Users would like though to combine both of these two requirements in the overall
similarity computation. In order to do so we convolve the sigmoidals with the sinusoidal function which results in the similarity surface of figure 13. A specific example is
shown in figure 14. A user wants to study a disease associated with the leaves of deciduous trees that appeared in 2000. The two asymmetrical sigmoidal functions express his/her preference to datasets before and after 2000, respectively. Note the different similarity gradient that shows datasets of earlier dates would be more suitable
than datasets of later dates. Also this query requires datasets only through the summer

Fig. 13. Sigmoidal with sinusoidal similarity functions convolution

Fig. 14. Time periodicity example

months since in the winter time the trees lose their leaves. This is expressed through
the sinusoidal function with a periodicity of a year. The combined result of the sigmoidal and sinusoidal functions shows user preferences for this task.
5.3 Server Connection Similarity
In this example we examine the application of constraints to user similarity functions.
These constraints can be imposed by the database administrator or by system design,
and can be fixed or adaptable to real-time monitoring of the database system.
To accommodate the vast volume of GIS datasets, data warehouses might be created leading to dataset availability through a variety of servers. Depending on their
connection speed users might query for servers of analogous speed. Due to high demand all fast servers at some point might be overloaded. Then the system administrator might exclude these servers from the candidate ones being afraid that this might
result into denial of service. So he/she creates a function such as the sigmoidal of
figure 15 with solid black line. Then the user similarity preference (dotted line) will be
convolved with the system constrain and would provide a new similarity surface, the
one of figure 15. In figure 16 a contour plot shows the exact effect of the filtering
function that was imposed. Servers with connection much faster than 10Mbit would
not be accessed even though they would have been under normal circumstances.

100%
0%

Fig. 15. Sigmoidal with sigmoidal similarity functions convolution

Fig. 16. Connection speed example with
similarity isolines

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a novel method for similarity learning within dimensions. Our approach is based on a gradual complexity increase based on problem
requirements. We use a variety of fuzzy membership functions to model the similarity
signal. Back-propagation is used to train the fuzzy similarity functions. Initially,
planes are interpolated and an analysis of the similarity dependence on the input space
is performed. Based on the plane angle the system identifies cases where similarity is
independent of the query value or dependent only on the distance metric between
query and database values. This way the process is simplified and a significant computational gain is achieved. Also formulation of the weight matrix can enforce more
accurate fitting in specific areas of the input space or specific similarity outputs, as
well as support incorporation of user confidence in the provided response.
Our gradual complexity increase is expressed through different sets of functions.
Their specific design allows the use of properties from less complex functions as approximations for the following more complex ones. By doing so a high convergence
rate is achieved in the least squares solution. In the advanced functions we enhance
complexity by adding non-constant behavior to the function parameters. We also presented a theoretical framework for similarity function combination through mathematical convolution. Incorporation of the convoluted functions in the gradual training
flow is a future challenge. However, overall function adjustability as expressed
through GIS query examples is indicative of superior modeling capabilities.
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